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I am the night color me black review

CBS - (1999) Air Date: March 27, 1964 Starring: Jack Klugman, Jackie Cooper, Nancy Malone, Peter Mark Richman, Telly Savalas, Robert Lansing, William Shatner, Rod Serling, Shelley Fabares, Richard Deacon, Richard Erdman, John Anderson (I), Martin Landau, Richard Basehart, George Takei, Diana Hyland, Constance Ford, Milton Selzer, James Coburn, William
Demarest, John Dehner, Edward Andrews, John McGver, Mickey Rooney, Neville Brand, Wally Cox, Michael Constantine, Mariette Hartley, Paul Fix, Virginia Gregg, Joe Mantell, Lee Marvin, Richard Long, Kim Hector, Mary Badham, Georgia Simmons, Hazel Court, Gary Crosby, Cedric Hardwicke, Antoinette Bower, Patrick O'Neal, Ruta Lee, Ed Wynn , Maggie McNamara, Don
Gordon, Gail Kobe, Collin Wilcox, Lee Kinsolving, Gladys Cooper, Roger Jacquet, Joan Blondell, John Van Dreelen, Nelson Barry, Ann Blyth, John Craven (I) , Sterling Holloway Summary : On the day an unpopular idealist must be executed for killing a racist bully, the townspeople are shocked that the sky has become pitch black. Genre(s): Drama, Horror, Suspense, Science
Fiction by Alan Sues (left), Brooke HaywardTV ReviewsAll our TV reviews in one convenient place. Twilight ZoneSeason 5 I'm a Night, Color We BlackMasths (Season 5, episode 25; originally aired on 3/20/1964)Where the mask is a window of breath ... (Available on Netflix, Hulu and Amazon.) The tricky thing about the morality of the game is finding a way to get the message
across without becoming hypocritical. As a little kid, maybe the boy who cried wolf teaches you something about lying; As you get older, it teaches you that grown-ups can be, and if you're lying, maybe try to change things. But it's just a fairy-on anyway. You can take it apart, but no one seriously expects well-crafted characters and a convincing narrative. The same can't be said for
an episode of The Twilight Zone, and with some of the show's weaker entries, efforts to get the message across will be a way of actual storytelling. That's not good. It's perfectly good to have a point, but we're here in fiction first, and we become anxious when it becomes a lecture. Masks dodges this problem with ease and efficiency, which is cursed by the impressive at this point
in the show run. There's a certain moral point of view here. there are good characters and bad characters, and bad characters are punished for their misdeeds. There's no gray area, no serious chance of redemption. And pivotal, reconstruction is not all that subtle. Dying rich man Jason Foster (Robert Keith) invites his abominable daughter and her abominable family to his bedside
to be with him in their final hours. They suck his name because of his money, and he tells them that the only way to ensure that they get his inheritance when he goes is to wear one of the five different masks he had specially made. until the clock strikes at midnight. It's not much to jump on jason's constant perorations against his nearest and most daring assumption that these
masks are bad news. And the set-up doesn't make an effort to hide what the masks should do, at least in a thematic sense. It's a clever device-Jason argues that a person should wear a mask that best represents the opposite of their character, thereby forcing each family member to tacitly admit their mistakes, even if they supposedly define themselves as the opposite. The son-
in-law of Wilfred (Milton Selzer), who claims to be friendly, wears a cold, calculating mask; granddaughter Paula (Brooke Hayward), who is arrogant and selfish and obsessed with her beauty, wears a mask stuck in her nose and high cheekbones; and so on. The masks (designed, Jason explains, by the old Cajun) are cleverly, creepy made. I'm not sure I could have described
exactly what sin each one was supposed to suggest on the horizon, but Jason's explanations lock them in convincingly, the egaic distortions of human functions that are at once satirical and innately terrible. The twist is that when midnight comes, and Jason dies, every family member removes his mask to discover that what was once only inside is now on the surface for everyone
to see. What's cool, and the makeup effect is pretty darn convincing. But while this episode wouldn't have worked without impact, it's also a clever, well-crafted example of how to build a punchline without treading or wasting audience time. To tell you the story, it's not a complicated story. The main character (Jason) has a plan; this plan will go away without any problems; and no
one involved in the plan (other than Jason) has an idea of what's going on until it's too late to do anything about it. The signs are clearly and wisely drawn. Jason's sneaky little family looks like they stepped out on their way to willy wonka's chocolate factory. These are abominable, pathetic creatures and fascinating as this: the episode has few overt jokes, but there's something
darkly entertaining about watching twerps squirms. It's important. As rewarding as it is to see these creeps get their well-earned punishment, it's necessary that it's so fun to watch them before they suffer as it is after. Participants all embrace their role in a canny blend of stereotype and specificity; Each character's sins are evident almost in their first moments on screen, and yet
they are as clear as individuals that they don't become tired. The episode shows a deft touch of characterization throughout. Something too complicated because too much complexity would rob the story of its power. The less sympathy you have for these yahoos better. At the same time, they have to have a little life in them. If the whole thing just plays out like one long scold, it
would quickly become a tire. The morality of the game problem again: we are here for a story, not a lecture. About two-thirds of Masks are lectured; Specifically, this is a lecture on Jason, shouting at his poisonous grave. But it never comes out so smug or redundant, because conflict is rooted in people, not some divine decision. Which makes it less of a story about suffering from,
and more a story about interpersonal conflict. The moral element is still there, but by making what happens to the choice of Jason's part (and to a lesser extent the choice of part of his victims, because it is only their greed that allows him to trap them), Serling's script avoids the trap of settling into an all-apparently archetypal structure. They may be sketched, and some of them
may be monsters, but their humanity exists throughout. You may feel a little sorry for the misshapen family at the end, and maybe wonder why Jason is so hell-bent on punishing them, and the episode allows room for those feelings. The opening scene sets the tone for much of what works here. It's a small scene: two of Jason's servants (Bill Walker and Maidie Norman) have a
quick conversation that serves to make sure that their boss is a sick man, and that his relatives should arrive soon. It's clear that Jeffrey's butler (Walker) and an unnamed maid (Norman) don't have much care for relatives, but they don't care about Jason's health, and more than just ugh, I don't want to find another job in a kind of way. So this is some kind of quick exhibit. But what
makes the scene so important in its moderation, modest way is that in just a minute or two, we get a decent chance at what these two characters in life are like. Maid has never been seen again, and Jeffrey spends his rest of screentime in stoic butler mode, but in that quick conversation, they are clearly people who are more than just roles filling the room. It's hard to know how
much of this momenty empathy to chalk up the script and how much to chalk up that direction. Serling's humanity is one of his greatest strengths as a writer, but he usually expresses this humanity through eloquent, passionate prose and strong dramatic attitudes. There's no bombast in this opening scene, and while Jason spends much of the episode giving speech to his children
and grandchildren's follies, his poor physical health routinely undermines every impression of grandstanding. And besides, it's his daughter and her family that she's yelling at. If he turned out to be poor, he couldn't be completely innocent. Ida Lupino is the only actress who has starred in an episode of The Twilight Zone (Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine) and also direct one; She's also
the only female director. history series. Masks are lucky to have one of Serling's strongest scripts, but Lupino's direction is key-chic without ever exaggerating the style and refreshing sense of perspective throughout. (Acting is also terrific, which is not surprising; actors-turned-directors usually get great performances out of the people they work with.) While Jason and his family
play their minor tragedy, the episode occasionally cuts (presumably stock) shots of the city of New Orleans, live Mardi Gras celebrations. This, along with the opening scene, refers to the larger world and gives a valuable texture to everything that follows. The last shot shows the horror of what happened without over-emphasising the event. There they are, huddled on the stairs,
their qualities warped into a grotesque reflection of their venality. They are not dead, and they will become rich after this over, but their lives as they know it is over; episode neither gloats nor bemoans this fact. It's just what happened. The way we do it is up to us. What a twist: The masks Jason had specifically made to mutilate the family members (except Jason) who wear them
until their faces match their sins. Stray observations:I I wonder why Jason's face didn't change. Is it because he accepted death? Did he sacrifice himself to any power that would make the masks work? Was he just such a decent man he didn't deserve to be punished? It doesn't really matter, although I don't see a version of where his face is distorted as well; just the price you have
to pay to get the job done. I Am The Night, Color Me Black (Season 5, episode 26; originally aired on 03/27/1964)Where the sunshine disappears today, and tomorrow and tomorrow ... (Available on Netflix, Hulu and Amazon.) The title says it all, doesn't it? I'm the Night, Color Me Black has a reputation for being an example of Serling as his preacher, and that reputation is earned.
This is some of his worst indulgences: a lot of great monologues, a lot of purple dialogue, an attempt to make some kind of grand comment that overreaches itself and in doing so transcends the boundary into self-parody. The episode tries to pass a judgment on all the anger in the world, which is at once a noble goal, and a painfully quixotic one. The scope expands so widely that,
in the end, the metaphor may have been lost due to the surplus of the diffuser. It's not just about racism, civil abuse, greed or lust for power. This is an attempt to say something about everything that ultimately does not mean a something-general statement of tolerance that does not take into account the complexity of human conflict. Sincerity is there, though, and at times, you may
feel Serling struggling to express his intentions. It makes it harder to laugh, even if it collides. Hell, as far as metaphors go, a city where the sun never rises is not a bad idea at all, and from the beginning, the episode seems not only covered in darkness, but soaked in stuff. Indoor scenes are like trips through a leaky submarine where the air is saturated not with water but at night.
Everyones sweaty and on the edge-there is almost a tactile impression of cloning heat, wet humidity, such hot weather, where sunset offers no relief. The nightmarish feeling never really shoots up, and it helps give even loopier bits of script patina authority. The story never coheres into the sort of powerful, direct commentary that Serling is striving for, but Abner Biberman's
direction at least ensures that it looks impressive. Anyway, this conspiracy: A man has been convicted and sentenced to death for killing another man. During the course episode, we learn that the victim was a creepy bigot (when cross-burning just means he lit fires when he was angry), and murder was actually an act of self-defense. Convicted, Jagger (Terry Becker) was
railroaded through a combination of damaging police and smear-happy reporting, and now that the execution date has finally arrived, some of the responsible people feel guilty about the whole thing. Seemingly endless blindness probably won't help to allay their fears. The phenomenon appears to be localized, which makes the guilt even more difficult to shake. It's just a lousy day
for everyone. (Well, Deputy Pierce, played by none other than George Goober fucking Pyle Lindsay enjoys himself because he is a dick, but even he is on the verge.) The weird thing is, we don't see Jagger for a few scenes, and by the time we see him, I've built a picture of a man in my head. Specifically, I built up a picture of him as a black man. Terry Becker is white, and while
the actor is good (here's one of Serling's desperate men, though this one is a little more heroic than the rest), his race is one of the first signs that this episode can't live up to his beliefs. The story of cosmic forces trying to balance the injustice of an African-American man who is wrongly executed in a southern city to defend himself against a white bigot? It says something. It's got
teeth in it. It's not subtle, and it gets hard into message territory, but fiction that's willing to be direct to this point can have an incredible effect, especially if it's swearing against a very confident, and highly relevant, real-world issue. If Jagger had been black, it would have taken courage, and it could have solved a still painfully critical problem in the American justice system. As it is,
it's more shrug. Jagger is just another tricky guy who is angry a lot of the time for no obvious reason; Establishing (there are no real heroes or villains, exactly, just a lot of hate everywhere; before he's hung up, Jagger admits to enjoying killing another man, which probably makes him as guilty as anyone), but it's hard to get upset about it. The racism of the dead has simply been
used as evidence that he was creepy, and any chance of anything concrete has disappeared. I think it makes sense, given the twist. Darkness is not a matter of cosmic balance. It is a visible symbol of intense emotion, a blanket of condemnation of rage without regard to the causes and causes of that rage. It's like a politician who talks about community unrest – no one will fight
back when you say Violence is bad and Hate is bad, but such broad statements ignore and underplay context that creates violence and hatred. Loving people is a perfectly good idea, but it expects it to be a solution – waiting for some hypocritical preaching that pretends that everyone is equally guilty of the world's problems, never does anything, but helps to preserve the
inequality systems that bring us here in the first place. Speaking of holiness, it's all getting a little too much, huh? But there really isn't much more to discuss. The episode seems clean, acting is good, but the script offers passionately homilies rather than direct critiques, and the result is benign but lame. According to Wikipedia, Serling wrote the episode in response to JFK's
murder, and it makes sense-there's a cry of anguish based on every scene, a desperate desire that everything would just slow down and that people would be decent to each other and stop shouting and killing and everything else. It's a recognizable human impulse, and one that it's a simple sympathy. But it makes for sloppy, ineffective writing. The speech reverend Anderson (Ivan
Dixon, who is black, and the position of moral authority in the city, which is nothing, anyway) gives the end, which determines what darkness is right before the radio announces that it is turning the night all over the world–it plays like another paean to men already in power. Be nice, please. Stop yelling so loud. Everything changes when we all follow the rules. We promise. What a
twist: A lasting night is just humanity's anger, finally taking visible form. Stray observations: I don't know how a hate night works. Why is it getting worse after Jagger's execution? And why is Dallas going dark - are people in the city wandering around hating things in response to the president's assassination? Again, the impact of the episode has been diminished in part because it
is just so unfocused. This whole thing feels like a very first sketch. The impact of things getting even darker in the city was striking, though. claustrophobic. Next week (updated): Since my schedule has gotten too busy (I'm on the show!), Twilight Zone reviews will be hiatus for a few weeks. We'll be back soon to be 5. Page 2TV ReviewsAll our TV reviews in one convenient place.
Twilight ZoneSeason 5 Sounds and Silence (Season 5, episode 27; originally aired on 03/03/1964), where you have to talk a little louder, pleaseRoswell G. Flemington (John McGiver) is an asshole. He runs a model shipping company, and all his employees despise him in his tyrannical ways, and his nitpicking, and his obsession with maritime order; while Roswell hides in his
office listening to recordings of ships at sea, the people who work for him are behind him with a bad mouth, mocking his weight and praying for his death. His wife loathes him and the episode crisis has been yearred by his decision to finally leave. Roswell is bloated, arrogant, demanding and completely oblivious to the needs of others. He spends his days embracing a sonic
cocoon of ocean waves and explosions long ago, until one night, he wakes up to the noise of the bathroom faucet leaking. Every drip sounds like a gunshot. Sounds and silence are not a very good episode; it's not terrible, thanks to Richard Donner's inventive direction and John McGiver's memorable performance in the lead role, but it's often an unpleasant look, too simplistic
premise and lots of shrill, medium-spirited characters. The structure is familiar with the jerk-gets-his-comeuppance arc, and while there's nothing wrong with that model, it needs more kick. Roswell is a freak, but neither his crimes nor his punishment are so exciting. It's all loud for a while, and it's scary. Then he's going to get better. Then it's all quiet and the episode ends. The story
plays out with such predictable irony that it's impossible to get any joy in the final twist. Some mediocre Twilight Zone episodes suffer from trying to tell too complicated a plot with many undercooked elements. It's the opposite. Everything is really obvious, and kind of annoying, and then it's over. It doesn't help that the episode works too hard to create Roswell's own jerky, to the
point where I almost found myself sympathy for the poor bastard. He's a annoyingly eccentric boss, no doubt, but his staff spend every minute he's not in the office with them screaming about how much they loathe him-not only Man, he's such, but literally I hope his car falls off the bridge and he dies! Worse still, none of them seem actually scared or cowed by him. They're all
spunky and grinning like crazy, while peddling fat jokes at Roswell's expense and fantasizing about his violent death. It is not enough to Roswell came out as a good man because obviously that's not a comfortable working environment. But the balance is wrong. A bully is more abominable when we see people fighting in his life and fail to be kind to him. But no one is afraid or
afraid of Roswell. There are no cosmic scales that required rebalancing. Roswell's a dick and he's treated accordingly. This vibe carries over his arguments with his wife, Lydia (Penny Singleton), though here, it's much easier to see his side of things. The problem is less a matter of the side-by-side wrong character (Roswell seems actively loathing women), but the question of how
in hell these two never got married in the first place. There is no feeling of Roswell switching from normal, if bizarre, behavior to batshit obsession with loudness, which means there is no way to picture him having something normal in a relationship with someone. And while it makes it incredibly easy to understand why Lydia chooses to dismiss her, there is no way to feel anything
like that breakup, or treat it as a real event. Lydia's furious departure triggers Roswell's original condition, but if divorce is a big change in someone's life, the scene itself is just two people we barely know yelling at each other. There's no reason to care. Actually, that's not exactly true. Roswell has a monologue that's as close as this script gets to emotional depth. With her voice
dripping with disdain, she tells Lydia that when she was younger, her mother insisted on being quiet all the time, to a degree that almost sounds like psychological abuse. As an adult, he has devoted his life to overturning his mother's regulation. As motivations go, it's interesting, but it inspires a level of empathy and sadness that the rest of the episode can't support. On the one
hand you have a blustering asshole who spends all his time screaming at people and pretending he's the ship's captain; On the other, you have someone who was (and I'm extrapolating here a little bit) probably a scared, nervous little boy who spent his childhood terrified of making no sound at all. These two sides have a basic idea together, but Serling (who wrote the episode)
did not bother to do anything about that connection. McGiver's performance manages to give the character a soul – he has anger that is at once comic and more than a little lonely. But as this episode is locked in ironic punishment mode, the complexity eventually falls flat. Other episodes are focused on the creeps who you kind of like despite yourself, and I would argue that the
most effective ironic penalties are those where you feel more than a little sorry for the victim; where the twist is fun and satisfying, but there is also a bite to it. Maybe that's what Serling does here, but his dissatisfaction and the rage revealed by almost everyone who comes in the context of Roswell seems to suggest otherwise. Which means we have a story with a protagonist
whose punishment is entertained by the cartoons who despise him, suffers from fate, which in the end is not even so interesting. As mentioned, Donner's focus is sharp, and Roswell's various fights sound well shot and convincing. There is something inherently terrible about the extremes he goes through, even if that horror is undercut by the hint that the whole thing is
psychological. (The fact that a friendly psychiatrist treats him to his bout of loudness makes it difficult to take the attack of silence very seriously, even after Serling's closing narrative informs us that Roswell has been taken to the refuge.) But the episode never rises above the most obvious contours of its premise, and despite some intriguingly bizarre touches-in addition to his
speech to his mother, Roswell's fondness for the navy has never been explained-there just isn't much here worth talking about. What a turnaround: Roswell manages to overcome his short bout of over-hearing, but after the last fight with his wife, he loses what he loves most in the world: loudness. Stray observations: Are recordings of naval battles the real deal? Because it's pretty
cool. Caesar and I (season 5, episode 28; originally aired on 04/10/1964) or, Which one is Dummy? Sounds and silence suffers from a thin premise and an all too simple narrative. Caesar and I have a premise that could have gone in many different directions, and it tells a story that never quite settles on the familiar-result is inevitable in hindsight, but the construction is curious
enough that it's worth looking at just to try and figure out what the hell is going on. Ventriloquist dummies are inherently creepy, a fact that the show has made excellent use of before. And Caesar and I strike a decent balance between this creepy and slightly comic tone; It's the story of a nice man whose life is destroyed by a talking doll and a malevolent little girl, played for fun for
the whole family. Which is exciting to some extent, but I'm not sure it makes for a legitimately good episode. Everything has a surface, even characters who should have all the rights to have more going on. As, f'r example, our protagonist: Jonathan West (Jackie Cooper, who also makes Caesar's voice), kindly an Irish ventriloquist who begins the episode with his wit at last. The
West is a sweet-hearted man, but his good nature has not helped him find a job either in his chosen profession or anywhere else. We first see him pawning a watch, and getting (politely) badgered by his landlady's late rent; Soon after, he's bombing an audition at a local club and can't even work. because he has no experience. When the Caesar doll starts talking to Jonathan,
pushing him up towards supplementing his income through kidnapping, it makes a certain twisted sense. This is a man with his wit at the end, immense pressure to produce, and he's crazy enough to have devoted much of his adult life to pretending to talk through a doll. If he breaks, what better way to do it? Except, and here's perhaps the weirdest part of a rather strange half-
hour, Caesar and I never implying that Jonathan's gone mad. Almost from the very beginning, the Caesar mannequin moves his face and talks about having no usual awkward camera angles that other directors might have recruited suggesting that it was all in Jonathan's mind. Okay, a short pause for a moment when I admit that I could have misunderstood it: after all, there is a
climactic scene in which Jonathan accuses the doll of everything and begs Caesar to speak to the police, only to be filled with silence. It's a pretty classic guy losing his mind thing. Maybe from the beginning, we should assume that everything we see is just Jonathan's subconscious working on him. Maybe we should think he's crazy until the moment Caesar starts talking to a little
girl. But if that's the case, the episode puts almost no effort at all to back it up. The only thing that suggests that this could be some kind of psychotic breakthrough is the inexplicable fact that Jonathan doesn't seem to bother in the slightest to discover that his doll is talking to him. He's a little out of Caesar's obsession with crime, but not wait, when does this lifeless object become a
sentient being? displayed. But this whole thing is played so casually that there's no real tension in it. It's more like Jonathan has been talking about his doll for years. Aren't you talking to your doll? This nonchalance is part of what makes the story so strange; and I like weirdness, in general. I said, predictably, there was nothing worth recommending. As it is, Cooper (who may be
better known to the contemporary audience as Perry White from the Christopher Reeve Superman movies(by a modern audience, I mean me) is so utterly gentle and kind and still so perfectly willing to go along with Caesar's plan that cognitive dissonance is almost, but not quite, fascinating. It's like we don't see a scene where we found out that Jonathan had a human partner who
was dominant and cruel. that this partner was killed in a mysterious accident; And now Caesar has taken his place. The jump in storytelling logic keeps the episode having no emotional resonance while giving it a peculiar loopy charm. Significantly less charming: Susan (Suzanne Cupito), a treacherous brat who spends the whole half hour Jonathan, before he finally betrays the
police. It's an abominable, disgusting child, and Cupito bites his role with absolute joy. It's a bizarre dynamic: Jonathan has been friendly with him all the time, and he returns to his decency with doubt and contempt. If she had been older, she could have been a classic hateful female figure who seems to be plagued by so many stories about passive, lonely little men. As it is, his type
is distinctive enough to note the feel of misogynistic (and hey, it's probably the only Twilight Zone script officially credited to a woman, Adele T. Strassfield), while being incredibly damn annoying. In his own way, he's as big a monster as Caesar, and it's entirely appropriate for the two of them to unite in the end. Even the suggestion that the couple is about to go on a murder spree
doesn't seem completely out of bounds. It's hard to know how to take it all. There are all sorts of reasons why Jonathan decides to do what he does, but the script is resolutely not interested in pursuing any of them. This means that while it is easy to sympathize with a man's despair, and pity him for his eventual fate, it is impossible to feel much further that or invest much in his
story. Unfortunately, Caesar's understanding of the criminal empire goes beyond some of the kidnappings and a good cover story for a friendly security guard. So there are no novelty schemes, no textured relationship between a man and his prop, and not much excitement to see what happens next. Jonathan's crime can't get off the ground until Susan gives him up. You can see
it as an invisible pilot for a horror series that focuses on susan and caesar's antibodies, but it only works for the last three minutes. It's a great punchline, but the big punchline isn't a great episode to make. Still, at least there's some memorable strangeness here. At its best, the contrast between what's happening on screen (say, Jonathan having a seemingly rational, if somewhat
whiny, conversation with Caesar) and what we know that actually true (dolls don't speak, would take) makes it distinctive. A better half-hour would either increase that contrast, or eliminate it completely, trying to come up with a semi-rational explanation of events. As it is, we are left in a muddy way that probably won't haunt your dreams, but at least keep you awake while you look.
What a twist: Caesar convinces Jonathan to commit crimes; Susan finds out and calls the police. And Caesar decides he's better off working with someone younger, more ambitious and much mean. (Or maybe that was his plan all along.) Stray observations: In a nice touch, Caesar's professional voice (i.e. the voice Jonathan uses during the actual act) is quite a bit different from
his real voice. Again, it is explained, and Jonathan doesn't seem to be at all anxious. I don't know if the people who created Batman villain Ventriloquist have ever seen this episode. If you're so good, why can't you get a job? The worst. Next week: Martin Landau finds himself in the Jeopardy Room, and we take a stopover in a quiet town. Very good location.
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